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ABSTRACT
We study the task of conversational fashion image retrieval via multiturn natural language feedback. Most previous studies are based on single-turn settings. Existing models on multiturn conversational fashion image retrieval have limitations, such as employing traditional models, and leading to ineffective performance. We propose a novel framework that can effectively handle conversational fashion image retrieval with multiturn natural language feedback texts. One characteristic of the framework is that it searches for candidate images based on exploitation of the encoded reference image and feedback text information together with the conversation history. Furthermore, the image fashion attribute information is leveraged via a mutual attention strategy. Since there is no existing fashion dataset suitable for the multiturn setting of our task, we derive a large-scale multiturn fashion dataset via additional manual annotation efforts on an existing single-turn dataset. The experiments show that our proposed model significantly outperforms existing state-of-the-art methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Fashion is one of the most glamorous industries of the modern society, making great contributions to the global economy. With the development of image processing and information retrieval techniques, recently some investigation has been conducted in this domain, including fashion design [27, 33], fashion product recommendation [12, 18, 23, 26], and conversational fashion image retrieval [9, 10, 46]. Building an interactive conversational fashion image retrieval system based on user feedback has drawn increasing research interests in the past years. One important task in interactive conversational fashion image retrieval is target image selection, which aims to find the best-matched fashion image, called target image, from a set of candidate fashion product images via interactions of intermediate retrieved images, called reference images, and user natural language feedback texts. Consider a collection of fashion product images as shown in the top part of Figure 1, each image is associated with some fashion attributes. Suppose that a user has an information need of a fashion product, after an initial interaction with the system, a fashion product image is retrieved and presented to the user. Based on this intermediate reference image, the user typically wishes to refine the retrieval by providing natural language feedback texts, which describe the relative difference between the current retrieved reference image and the desired one. Such process is defined as a turn. If the user is not satisfied with the retrieved image, more turns are conducted until the desired product is retrieved. This multiturn process, consisting of several reference images, feedback texts as well as the final target image, is named as a session.

Studies on multimodal feature composition have shown great promise in single-turn conversational image retrieval. Treating the query as a composition of an image and a text, these methods tackle the task by combining the visual and language representations [3, 29, 37, 41]. These works, though having reasonable performance, are limited to single-turn feedback and cannot handle the multiturn conversational image retrieval task in our setting.
Recently some existing multiturn conversational image retrieval methods have been investigated, however, their architecture and techniques are quite simple. [21] proposes a unique mode of feedback for image search, where users are allowed to give some property related binary feedback attempting to match his/her mental model of the target image(s). Others try to retrieve the target image based on multiple relevance levels [7] or relative attributes [21]. [24] proposes a knowledge-aware multimodal dialogue model which gives special consideration to the semantics and domain knowledge revealed in visual content. [9] first introduces a deep learning based approach to interactive image search which enables users to provide feedback via natural language. Based on this work, [45] proposed a novel constraint augmented reinforcement learning (RL) framework to efficiently incorporate user preferences over time. These works have several drawbacks: 1) Simply conducting attribute matching is far from understanding users’ needs and thus leading to a bad performance. Existence of synonyms or metaphor makes it even harder to retrieve the target image on semantic level. 2) The neural network models employed are not effective. Neural models which gain a lot of research interest such as attention mechanism [4] and Transformer [35] are not leveraged. 3) Fashion attribute information associated with products such as fabric, shape, etc is not fully used in these models. However, these attributes show great potential in the related tasks such as fashion image modeling, style prediction and so on.

Our model outperforms all existing state-of-the-art methods in the experiment.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Conversational Image Retrieval

Recent developments in computer vision and natural language processing methods have led to the considerable interest in image retrieval related tasks including image captioning [32, 36], visual question-answering (VQA) [2, 6, 8], cross-modal image retrieval [11, 29, 37]. Among these tasks, some research focuses on the topic of image retrieval with natural language feedback. Aiming at selecting the desired image according to natural language feedback, efforts are made by incorporating users’ feedback to the reference image and retrieving the image having the highest similarity score. Performance on this task has been enhanced in many works. For instance, some methods use a predefined set of attribute values to facilitate product retrieval application [11]. Some seek to fuse the image & text features producing a more precise representation of the image-text pair ranging from simple techniques (e.g. concatenation, simple feed-forward networks) to advanced techniques such as conducting parameter hashing [29], using a composition classifier [3, 41] or through residual connection [37]. Some methods improve the performance by adding more features such as text-only, image-only, attribute-only features, etc [22, 34]. Notably, [44] gains quite good performance in single-turn conversational image retrieval by adding a correction module which takes the difference between the reference and target image embedding into account.

2.2 Fashion Search and Recommendation

When making fashion search decisions, people usually show different preferences for product attributes (e.g. a dress with short sleeves and floral prints), which can correspond to the fashion attributes the target image contain (e.g. sleeves, prints, etc). Fashion recommendation task aims to choose the best-matched product from a large number of fashion products satisfying personalized demands. Along this line, some studies have been proposed to improve the performance of fashion recommendation. In order to model visual characters and user preferences, some methods utilize pre-trained CNN to generate the image representation [13, 14, 28, 38]. Some methods attempt to get a better understanding of products by leveraging aesthetics and style features [25, 43]. While some methods manage to provide recommendations following the purpose of
Figure 2: The overall architecture of our framework. It consists of three modules, namely, composite representation module, comparative analysis module, and fashion attribute module. The input of the framework is a conversation context composed of several turns of a session. The output is a matching score corresponding to the candidate image.

Explaining the recommendation reason through intuitive fashion attribute semantic highlights in a personalized manner [15].

Analyzing fashion attributes is essential in fashion retrieval. Fashion attributes, which include texture, fabric, style, are used to drive the learning of retrieval representations [1, 16, 17]. Typically, fashion attributes extracted from the side information are always informative. In some works, attribute-guided learning is a key factor for retrieval accuracy improvement [39, 40, 42]. Relative attributes, first introduced by [30], can be seen as a supplement of user feedback. Following this concept, a system named ‘WhittleSearch’ is proposed for fashion image retrieval [21]. When a user states a query, the system calculates the relative strength of attributes to provide the retrieval result. [19] leverages attributes for guiding relevance feedback information in image search. [20] aims to discover semantic visual attributes to assist downstream tasks such as image retrieval.

3 OUR FRAMEWORK

3.1 Problem Definition

As described in the Introduction section, our goal is to find the most relevant image, called the target image, from a collection of candidate images satisfying the user’s information need. Typically, each candidate image is associated with some fashion attributes. In each session, the user refines the retrieval result by providing natural language feedback texts. The initial retrieved image is treated as the first reference image, denoted as \( p_1 \), and the first natural language feedback text is denoted as \( t_1 \). Given a dialog context composed of \( n \) turns of a session, represented as \( (p_1, t_1, \ldots, p_n, t_n) \) where \( p_i \) denotes the \( i \)-th reference image and \( t_i \) represents the corresponding feedback texts. In each turn \( i \), the feedback texts \( t_i \) describes the relative difference between the current reference image \( p_i \), and the desired image. The aim is to retrieve the target image \( \text{trg} \) via computing a matching score with each candidate image in the fashion dataset.

The training dataset consisting of \( N \) sessions is denoted as \( D = \{(\text{ref, trg})_{i=1}^{N}\} \), where the reference information \( \text{ref} = (p_1, t_1, \ldots, p_{n_i}, t_{n_i}) \). The \( i \)-th session contains \( n_i \) turns and each turn is represented as \( (p_k, t_k)_{k=1}^{n_i} \) where \( p_k \) denotes a reference image and \( t_k \) denotes a user feedback text.

3.2 Framework Overview

Figure 2 depicts the overview of our proposed framework, which consists of three modules, namely, composite representation module, comparative analysis module, and fashion attribute module. The composite representation module aims to extract and integrate the reference image and feedback text features of each turn and form a composite feature representation. Then it makes an association between the composite feature with the candidate image representation. Specifically, the image representation is extracted using residual networks. The natural language feedback text of each turn is embedded using pre-trained word embedding. The embedding of each text is then fed into a Transformer-based self-attention module. By making sentences attend to itself, dependencies of different level are captured. The image and text representation of each turn is composed into one representation and fed into a recurrent network following the turn order with a pooling layer. Finally a partial matching score for the candidate image, which can be treated as a matching score from the perspective of composite features, is obtained.

The comparative analysis module comes up with a differential representation in order to compare the difference between the reference image and the candidate image. The representation is acquired
by feeding the reference image representation, the candidate image representation, as well as the difference of them into a fully connected layer. It then establishes a relationship between the differential representation and the feedback text by matching the representation with the feedback representation at each turn. After that, the matched vectors of each turn are recorded via a recurrent network with a pooling layer contributing to a partial matching score for the candidate image.

The fashion attribute module exploits the attribute information of the candidate image and calculates the mutual attention between candidate image and feedback texts. We first embed the fashion attribute texts using the same pre-trained word embedding method as above. Then a recurrent network is applied for the feedback text embedding at each turn. A mutual attention matching method is designed to handle the output of the pooling layer and the candidate image embedding. In the first attention stage, the feedback texts of all turns are embedded according to different fashion attributes forming one matching vector result for each attribute. In the second attention stage, the corresponding weights are learned with respect to the matching vectors obtained in the first stage. As a result, a partial matching score due to fashion attributes is obtained from the attentive sum of the weighted vectors.

In addition, in order to get a more precise text representation, we employ a self-attention mechanism. By making the textual feedback at each turn attend to itself, intra word-level dependencies are captured. This helps to learn hierarchical representations such as word-level, phrase-level as well as sentence-level representations.

### 3.3 Preprocessing and Encoding

#### 3.3.1 Image Transformation

Before encoding the images into vectors, we first use some techniques to perform image transformation on product images. Image transformation aims to help make some desired information more obvious or explicit and augment the original data. These techniques include random horizontal flip, random rotation, random translation and random scale, which horizontally flips, rotates, translates, resizes the given image randomly with a given probability.

#### 3.3.2 Image Encoder

After the image transformation, we encode the image representation using ResNet-101 and ResNet-152. We share the parameters for image representation between reference and candidate images. The encoder embeds the i-th image from a multiturn session \( p_i \) into a vector representation \( x_i^p \) using \( \text{ImgEnc}(p_i) \) \( \in \mathbb{R}^{d_p} \). The image encoder is trained from scratch without pretraining on any external data.

#### 3.3.3 Spell Checker

Since the dataset contains some misspelled words (e.g., stripe→strip, colorful→colorful), we correct the spelling using the pyspellchecker\(^1\) python package if the word cannot be found in the vocabulary. We further manually collect some commonly misspelled fashion-related words to ensure the probability of misspelling is minimized to the lowest. In the experiment, the collection contains 855 fashion-related misspelled words.

#### 3.3.4 Text Encoder

To encode the textual feedback of each turn, the texts are firstly tokenized, and the word embeddings are initialized with GloVe \([31]\). For example, the i-th feedback of one session \( t_i \), after embedded into a vector, is represented as \( e_i^t \) \( \in \mathbb{R}^{l \times d_t} \). where \( l \) is the number of words in the sentence and \( d_t \) is the embedding dimension. The word embeddings are then fed into a self-attention stack encoder. This stack has three inputs: the query sentence \( Q \) \( \in \mathbb{R}^{l_q \times d_t} \), the key sentence \( K \) \( \in \mathbb{R}^{l_k \times d_t} \), and the value sentence \( V \) \( \in \mathbb{R}^{l_v \times d_t} \). In our case, both of them are equal to the input embedding \( e_i^t \).

Specifically, the self-attention encoder is made up of several attention blocks. These blocks have the same structure and are stacked together. Each block takes the output of the former block as input. Inside the block, each word in the query sentence is attended to words in the key sentence via Scaled Dot-Product Attention. Then the block multiplies the results to the value input and calculates the weighted sum. Finally it adds the vector to the query sequence and feeds it into fully connected network \([35]\).

Our feedback text encoding result can be represented as the pooling result of the hierarchical self-attention stack. We use the average pooling, which takes the average of different granularity embedding, as the result.

With the feedback text \( e_i^t \), the encoding result of the feedback text \( t_i \), \( e_i \), is the embedding output vector at the \( j \)-th attention block.

### 3.4 Composite Representation Module

#### 3.4.1 Multimodal composer

At the i-th turn, the multimodal composer composes the reference image embedding \( x_i^p \) and the feedback text \( x_i^t \) into a joint semantic representation \( x_i^c \). Here we use \( \text{ComposeAE} \), which is an effective and state-of-the-art method for combining image and text through autoencoding \([3]\). It takes the image and text embeddings as input, and outputs the composed feature between them. This method shows promising results on image retrieval tasks where texts are used to express the difference on product images. Image transformation aims to help make some desired information more obvious or explicit and augment the original data. These techniques include random horizontal flip, random rotation, random translation and random scale, which horizontally flips, rotates, translates, resizes the given image randomly with a given probability.

The multiturn analyzer is used to aggregate the encoded multimodal representation with the conversation context history from previous turns. In order to better memorize the history information and make decisions based on all turns, a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) network with a pooling layer is employed \([5]\). Each time the composed feature is generated, it is then fed into the network following chronological order. We take the output of the pooling layer as the final representation of all multiturn information.

The forward formulas of the multiturn analyzer are:

\[
\begin{align*}
    h_t^c &= \text{GRU}(h_{t-1}^c, x_t^c) \\
    x_t^{s,ef} &= W_3 h_t^c + b_3
\end{align*}
\]

\(_1https://pypi.org/project/pyspellchecker/\)
where $h^m_i$ is the hidden representation multimodal feature at the time step $i$, $x_{CR}^{ref}$ is the final representation of all multturn information, $W_3$ is the parameter we wish to optimize.

### 3.4.3 Candidate Generator

Given the final representation of all multturn reference information $X_{CR}^{ref}$, we aim to search the target image from a set of candidate fashion images. Precisely, we calculate the cosine similarity between the reference embedding $x_{CR}^{ref} \in \mathbb{R}^{d_p}$ and the candidate image embedding $x^{cand} \in \mathbb{R}^{d_p}$, which can be obtained from the image encoder described in Section 3.3.2. The cosine similarity then serves as the partial matching score, denoted as $S_1(ref, cand)$, derived from the composition representation module.

### 3.5 Comparative Analysis Module

#### 3.5.1 Differential Representation

Aiming at deriving the differential representation between encoded candidate and reference image information, this module first takes the difference between the reference image and candidate image as input. Let $x^a_i$ denote the differential representation, the representation is concatenated by three vectors:

$$x^{diff}_i = FC([x^{cand} \odot x^p_i; x^{cand}] - FC([x^{cand} \odot x^p_i; x^{cand}])$$

where $x^p_i$ is the reference image representation at $i$-th turn, $x^{cand}$ is the candidate image representation, $FC$ is a fully connected layer.

#### 3.5.2 Text Matching

In order to detect the relationship between the differential representation mentioned above and the feedback text, at each turn, we match the differential representation $x^{diff}_i$ with the feedback text representation $x^{t}_i$ via element-wise multiplication. The matched vectors of each turn are later fed into a GRU network:

$$x^{m}_i = x^{a}_i + x^{t}_i$$

$$h^m_i = GRU(h^{m}_{i-1}; x^{m}_i)$$

where $x^{t}_i$ denotes the text encoding at $i$-th turn, $h^m_i$ is the $i$-th hidden layer in the GRU network.

After that, an average pooling layer is employed to record the information of all GRU cells. Finally, the output of the pooling layer is fed into a fully connected layer with RELU activation. The output is served as the partial matching score $S_2(ref, cand)$:

$$S_2(ref, cand) = g([h^{m}_{i}]_{i=1}^n)$$

where $[h^{m}_{i}]_{i=1}^n$ is the average pooling output of all hidden layers, and $g(\cdot)$ is a RELU activation function.

### 3.6 Fashion Attribute Module

#### 3.6.1 Image Fashion Attribute Embedding

Recall that each candidate image has five fashion attributes, namely, texture, fabric, shape, part, and style. Each fashion attribute consists of some words describing the corresponding aspect of it. To encode the candidate images, we also use GloVe (same as in Section 3.3) to embed each fashion attribute into a $d$ dimension vector. For a candidate image, the embedding is denoted as $(atxt, afab, ashp, aprt, asty)$. Each part of the embedding represents the embedding of one fashion attribute. It is worth noting that some fashion attributes may contain more than one words (e.g. part: long sleeve, button front). We first acquire the embedding of each word, then calculate the average of them as the final fashion attribute embedding.

#### 3.6.2 Feedback Encoder

The feedback text is initiated using the GloVe embedding matrix. The embedding of the feedback text at the $i$-th turn is denoted as $e^t_i$ as mentioned in Section 3.3.4. After that, each feedback is converted into a $d_f$ dimension vector.

Similar as mentioned in Section 3.4.2, the feedback text information of each turn is recorded chronologically. A bidirectional GRU network is leveraged and takes the embedding of feedback at each turn as input, which can be denoted as:

$$h_{i}^{attr} = BiGRU(h_{i-1}^{attr}, h_{i+1}^{attr}; e^t_i)$$

where $h_{i}^{attr}$ is the forward encoded feedback text representation with the history from $i-1$ previous turns, $h_{i+1}^{attr}$ is the backward encoded feedback text representation with the history from $i+1$ previous turns, $e^t_i$ is the text representation at $i$-th turn.

#### 3.6.3 Candidate-to-feedback Attention

The key element of the fashion attribute module is the mutual attention mechanism. It is composed of mutual attention from the candidate image to the feedback text and the other way round.

The candidate-to-feedback attention mainly calculates the attentive embedding of the feedback text according to each candidate image attribute. When we wish to determine if a candidate image is suitable or not, we first take a look at one of its fashion attributes, fabric for example, then we reread the multiturn feedback to find out which part of the feedback dialog context should be more focused.

### Figure 3: The mutual attention between the feedback text and the candidate image.
formulas are designed for calculating the weights:

\[ a_{mj} = \frac{\exp(w_{mj})}{\sum_{k=1}^{n} \exp(w_{mk})} \quad (13) \]

\[ w_{mj} = f(W^T_{a}[a_m; h^a_{mj}] + b_1) \quad (14) \]

where \( w_{mj} \) denotes the attention weight from the \( j \)-th turn feedback text hidden layer to the \( m \)-th fashion attribute in the candidate image. Note that \( a_m \in \{a_{txt}, a_{fab}, a_{sht}, a_{ptr}, a_{stl}\} \). \( W_1, b_1 \) are the parameters to optimize. \( f(\cdot) \) is a non-linear activation function.

According to each image fashion attribute \( a_m \), the attention weights are then employed to calculate the weighted sum of the hidden representation in the feedback aspect. The detailed formula is shown as follows:

\[ x_{m}^{attr} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} a_{mj} h_{j}^{attr} \quad (15) \]

where \( x_{m}^{attr} \) is the attentive feedback representation according to the attribute \( a_m \).

Having the feedback representation \( x_{m}^{attr} \), we can calculate the similarity between each attentive feedback text representation and candidate attribute representation \( a_m \):

\[ S_{attr}(x_{m}^{attr}, a_m) = \cos(x_{m}^{attr}, a_m) \quad (16) \]

3.6.4 Feedback-to-candidate Attention. Intuitively, for the same feedback information, different values should be put to different image fashion attributes. That is, for the five similarity scores mentioned above, we compute the weight of each one to form the partial similarity score. This leads to the idea of feedback-to-candidate attention, which means that the weights are trained between feedback representation mentioned in the last section and the candidate attribute representation:

\[ S_3(ref, cand) = \sum \beta_a S_{attr}(x_{m}^{attr}, a_m) \quad (17) \]

\[ \beta_a = \frac{\exp(w_{am})}{\sum_{a_b \in \{a_{txt}, a_{fab}, a_{sht}, a_{ptr}, a_{stl}\}} \exp(w_{ab})} \quad (18) \]

\[ w_{am} = f(W^T_{a}[h^{attr}; a_m] + b_0) \quad (19) \]

where \( h^{attr} \) is the average pooling result of the GRU multiturn analyzer hidden states. \( \beta_a \) is the correlation weight of feedback-to-candidate aspect, indicating which candidate attribute should be more focused in the data.

3.7 Partial Matching Score Combination

Given the three partial matching scores \( S_1(ref, cand), S_2(ref, cand), S_3(ref, cand) \) mentioned above, the final matching score is computed as the weighted sum of them:

\[ S(ref, cand) = w_1 S_1(ref, cand) + w_2 S_2(ref, cand) + w_3 S_3(ref, cand) \quad (20) \]

where \( w_1, w_2, w_3 \) are the parameters that need to be optimized.

3.8 Training

During training, we use the max-margin triple loss as the loss function:

\[ L = \max(0, \text{margin} - S(ref, trg') + S(ref, trg)) \quad (21) \]

where \( \text{margin} \) is a hyperparameter which records the gap between positive and negative examples. \( trg \) is the true positive target image while \( trg' \) is the false negative target image.

It is worth noting that instead of building a negative sample of the target set, we use batch hard triplet loss. For each anchor, we get the hardest positive and negative to form a triplet and build the triplet loss over a batch of embeddings.

We train three modules separately and record the best score matrix of each module. Then, an iterative process is utilized to ensemble the modules. In the process, the previous best score matrix serves as the new candidate in the next iteration. We use hyperopt\(^\text{2}\) Bayesian optimization to handle the process, which aims to find optimal weights between partial matching scores and maximize the overall score.

4 EXPERIMENT

4.1 Dataset

Since there is no existing suitable fashion product dataset which can appropriately capture user modeling in multiturn settings, we derive a large-scale multiturn fashion dataset based on the existing FashionIQ dataset which originally only supports single-turn feedback \([10]\). Every fashion product image in the dataset has five fashion attributes, namely, texture, fabric, shape, part, and style. Each fashion attribute includes some words describing the corresponding aspect of the image.

The original FashionIQ dataset contains single-turn sessions, and each session is represented by a triplet having the form of (reference image, feedback text, target image). Many reference and target images in FashionIQ dataset are highly relevant and have duplications. To derive multiturn sessions, we concatenate single-turn sessions in FashionIQ by matching the target image of one triplet with the reference image of another triplet in an automatic manner. For example, the original triplets (img1, txt1, img2), (img2, txt2, img3), (img3, txt3, img4) in FashionIQ dataset can be concatenated into a session having the form of (img1, txt1, img2, txt2, img3, txt3, img4). This process can derive a large number of multiturn sessions. A session with \( n \) turns implies that the session has \( n - 1 \) feedback and \( n \) images which is composed of \( n - 1 \) reference images and 1 target image.

However, not all the sessions obtained are reasonable. Therefore, we manually select and filter out the problematic sessions which belong to several kinds of cases. The first kind refers to duplicates. For example, the current reference image is exactly the same as the next image. The second kind refers to inconsistency. For example, associated with a particular reference image, the feedback is ‘white color’. Then a white colored reference image is retrieved. The user continues to write the feedback ‘shorter sleeve’. The next reference image retrieved has shorter sleeves than the last one, but is not white colored, which is obviously unreasonable. The third kind refers to conflicts. For example, associated with the first image,

\[^2\text{https://github.com/hyperopt/hyperopt}\]
the feedback is 'long sleeves'. After the second image is retrieved, the user gives another feedback 'sleeveless'. The last kind is circle. For example, the first reference image is followed by the feedback 'longer sleeves'. After the second reference image is retrieved, the user gives the feedback 'shorter sleeves', the system repeatedly retrieves the reference image same as the first one.

Moreover, although a fashion attribute dataset is contained in the FashionIQ dataset, the size of the dataset is limited and cannot cover every target image. We expand the fashion attribute dataset to make sure every target image is associated with some fashion attributes following the same way as in [10]. Specifically, image fashion attributes were extracted from the product titles, the product summaries, and detailed product descriptions on product websites. As a result, we gather 11506 multiturn sessions. Table 1 shows the detailed information of our derived dataset. Furthermore, the multiturn sessions are grouped into three categories, namely, dress, toptee, and shirt. Each category includes sessions ranging from 3 to 5 turns. The average length of the feedback text in each turn is 5.02 words.

### 4.2 Experimental Setting

We prepare 5 runs for the experiments. For each run, we randomly choose 70% multiturn sessions from the dataset as the training set and 30% as the testing set. We conduct our experiments using PyTorch. We use ResNet-152 as our image encoder without pre-training it on any external information. As for the text encoder, we use 3 stacks of self-attention blocks. By default, training is run for 150 epochs with a start learning rate 0.0001. We will release the code and the dataset to the public.

We use similar evaluation metrics as in previous works [10]. Each model outputs K best-matched products having the highest output score for the given session. Since we assume that each session in our dataset corresponds to one true positive image, which is the target image, we calculate the recall rate of the target image among the K selected ones as the main evaluation metric. The metric is denoted as recall at K (R@K), representing the proportion of target image found in the top-K retrieval results. In our experiment, K is selected to be 5 and 8. We also use MRR (mean reciprocal rank) as another evaluation metric in our experiment. It is the average of the multiplicative inverse of the rank of the target image in all retrieved images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Sessions with 3 turns</th>
<th>Sessions with 4 turns</th>
<th>Sessions with 5 turns</th>
<th>Total Sessions</th>
<th>Total Images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dress</td>
<td>3264</td>
<td>763</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>4338</td>
<td>5115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirt</td>
<td>2821</td>
<td>687</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>3675</td>
<td>4130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toptee</td>
<td>2565</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>3493</td>
<td>4410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8650</td>
<td>2216</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>11506</td>
<td>13655</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Detailed Information of Our Dataset

4.3 Comparison Models

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed model, we compare our model with several baselines and existing state-of-the-art models. Since most of existing models are originally designed for single-turn setting. For fair comparison, we extend these models by adding a recurrent network to aggregate the encoded results with the dialog context from previous turns so that they can handle multiturn settings.

- **Text-Only.** This model ignores the reference images and retrieves the target image according to user feedback only. The texts are encoded by an LSTM-GRU network and the images are encoded by ResNet-152.

- **Image-Only.** The image-only model only utilizes the image information in the reference image session. It utilizes the information of visual similarity between the information of the visual similarity between candidate and reference images.

- **Attribute-Only.** The attribute-only model treats every image as a combination of fashion attributes. Each fashion attribute is encoded by LSTM-GRU and is concatenated to form the image representation.

- **TIRG.** A recent method based on concatenation of visual and textual features with an additional gating connection to pass the image features directly to the learned joint feature space [37].

- **RITC.** It was first proposed by [34]. The residual text and image composer is a method that learns the residual between the features of target and reference images.

- **ComposeAE.** A state-of-the-art model proposed by [3]. It is an autoencoder based model which aims to learn the composition of image and text query for retrieving images.

- **Correction Network (CCNet).** It is a model that finds the difference between reference and target images and checks its validity with a relative caption [44].

- **Dialog Manager.** It was first proposed in [9], which is a framework that considers a user interacting with a retrieval agent via iterative dialog turns. The texts are encoded by a simple LSTM network, and the images are encoded by ResNet. It composes the image and text features by summing them up and feeds them into a memory network.

4.4 Experiment Results

Table 2 shows the experiment results of our model as well as all comparison models. Our Model, denoted as Ours, has gained the best R@5, R@8 and MRR score on the whole dataset as well as on all categories.

Generally for most of the models, the R@5, R@8 and MRR rates on the shirt category are higher than the other two categories. One reason is that the appearance of different shirts is less diverse, which assists the models in better capturing the difference between
different products. Another reason is that the fashion attribute information of shirts is richer than other two categories. We also conduct the ablation study in our experiment. Without comparative analysis module, the performance of our model decreases by 4.8% in R@5, 4.2% in R@8, and 5.2% in MRR on average. This result reflects the difference between candidate and reference images can be exploited and reflected from the feedback text of each turn. Taken fashion attribute module into account, the performance increases by 9.0% in R@5, 4.6% in R@8, 8.9% in MRR on average. This verifies the effectiveness of fashion attributes for improving retrieval results. Compared with image-only and text-only models, the remaining models utilizing the multimodal feature composer have a better performance (Dialog Manager, RITC, TIRG, ComposeAE, CCNet, AUS), which verifies the necessity of composing the image & text at each turn into one representation. Compared with models without attention (Text-only, Image-only, Attribute-only, TIRG, ComposeAE, CCNet, AUS, Dialog Manager), attentive models outperform them on the whole, which demonstrates the superior power of attention mechanism in multiturn image retrieval.

### 4.5 Further Analysis

We study how our model performs under different turn lengths. We also conduct similar investigation for three baselines. Recall that our dataset contains sessions ranging from 3 to 5 turns, Figure 4 shows the analysis on R@5 rate with respect to different turn lengths.

For attribute-only model, according to Figure 4(c), the longer the session is, the better the performance will be. The reason is that the fashion attribute information is insufficient in short sessions. While for text-only models, according to 4(d), the performance on 5-turn sessions is worse compared to the other two types. For the reason that on one hand, the number of 5-turn length sessions is much smaller than the other two types. On the other hand, without image information for reference, it is rather hard for the model to understand the target image the user wishes to retrieve, especially when it comes to long conversations. According to Figure 4(b), on all categories, the 4-turn sessions have the best performance in the ComposeAE model, while the 3-turn sessions have the worst. However, in our model, the performances on 4 and 5-turn sessions are similar. The 4 and 5-turn sessions have improved performance in the two models because they have richer information. Through interacting with the system, more hints are provided in the user feedback, which implies that if the session is too short, the information provided in each turn may not be rich enough for accurately retrieving the target image. However, for the ComposeAE model,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th></th>
<th>Dress</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Shirt</th>
<th></th>
<th>Toptee</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R@5</td>
<td>R@8</td>
<td>MRR</td>
<td>R@5</td>
<td>R@8</td>
<td>MRR</td>
<td>R@5</td>
<td>R@8</td>
<td>MRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text-only</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image-only</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute-only</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIRG [37]</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RITC [34]</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCNet [44]</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUS [10]</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialog Manager</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o CA</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o FA</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Experimental results on Ours and some comparison methods. The metrics are in percentage. CA denotes the comparative analysis module. FA denotes the fashion attribute module.
We collect some cases to analyze our retrieval results compared with a comparison model, namely Dialog Manager as shown in Figure 5. Five products are retrieved by our model and Dialog Manager, respectively. It can be observed that the retrieved image by our model can satisfy the user’s need, which shows the effectiveness of the proposed model. Specifically, the desired target images in the first and third case are ranked the first among all candidate images, while they do not appear in the top-5 list in the comparison model result. Particularly, in the second case, the target image is ranked the third in our model while it is ranked the ninth in the comparison model. Interestingly, general requirements such as ‘blue colored’, ‘lighter’ can be recognized by both models. However, detailed requirements such as ‘has front bow’, ‘numbered slots’, ‘black spots’ are challenging. One reason for the efficacy of our model is that it exploits the utilization of the fashion attribute module. Detailed information such as ‘bow’, ‘number print’, ‘dots’ can often be found clues in image fashion attributes, thus facilitating the interaction between target image and user feedback text. Another reason is the adoption of the self-attention feedback encoder. By making feedback text attend to itself, richer information of different granularities is learned.

Compared with Dialog Manager, our model is also better at capturing the information from previous turns. In the first case, the feedback ‘is shorter’ seems to be forgotten in the comparison model result. The retrieved images do not have the ‘shorter’ aspect compared with the first target image. In the third case, ‘sleeveless’ is a very important clue in retrieving target images. However, not all the images retrieved by Dialog Manager top-5 list are sleeveless. One of the reasons that our model has better performance is that in our model, the fashion attribute module containing mutual attention is employed to connect the information from previous turns to the present task. Furthermore, due to the comparative analysis module, the retrieval results of our model is more similar to the reference images. In cases where there are many candidate images fulfilling the feedback requirements, such as the second case, choosing the one which is more similar to the reference image will produce the results with higher quality.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In our paper, we investigate multiturn conversational fashion image retrieval with natural language feedback. A new framework is proposed which can effectively handle the task. Our model searches for target images based on the aggregation of the encoded reference image and text information with the conversation history via a novel neural framework. Moreover, it utilizes fashion attribute to improve the performance. We also derive a dataset suitable for multiturn conversational fashion image retrieval. Empirical results demonstrate the effectiveness of our model. The results show that our approach outperforms all the baselines and state-of-the-art models. In our future work, we wish to expand the generality of the approach on other fashion items having more wholistic fashion attributes and explore the usability of the work in real-world fashion domain applications.
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